Abstract—Decentralised, peer-to-peer based services present a variety of security and privacy benefits for their users, and highly scalable to cater for a growing numbers of users, without extra servers being required of the service operator. This presents a significant advantage for newly emerging mobile applications (with high numbers of users, and limited funds for infrastructure), although performance is a challenge when accessing decentralised services. In this paper, we firstly show the performance of our implementation of a decentralised chunk-based storage platform is constrained by the network. We show the impact of network latency on the performance of this decentralised storage solution, and propose our solution to this, in the form of a federated, intermediary server, thus creating a hybrid decentralised service. This approach offers relatively constant performance as latency increases, due to the use of TCP connectivity, while ensuring the advantages of the decentralised service are not lost in the process.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the idea of a distributed hash table (DHT) was first presented, as Content-Addressable Network (CAN) [1], Chord [2], Pastry [3] and Tapestry [4], the potential for developers to implement services without fixed server infrastructure has arisen. The distributed nature of a DHT means that data required for the service is held in a given location at a logical (rather than physical) location on the distributed network. These DHTs are also peer-to-peer in their nature, with data held by the users of a service, for retrieval by other service users. Since there is no individual (or group) in control of every user of the service, it is by its nature therefore decentralised, since it is not possible for one user to prevent others from making use of the service.

To store a value within a DHT, the cryptographic hash of the value to be stored is taken (per Figure 1). It should be noted that a hash function \( H(x) \) is a one-way function, in that while it is easy to calculate \( H(x) = A \), it is computationally infeasible to calculate \( H^{-1}(A) \). Hash functions also produce a uniformly distributed output across their range. Data is stored within the hash table at an address corresponding to its hash. This means that it is possible to retrieve a large quantity of data from the DHT, knowing only its hash.

The DHT itself is decentralised, with no one entity or actor in control of the network. A DHT can be considered as a key-value pair store, where the value (the data to be stored) is held at the address of the key \( H(value) \). Keys are uniformly distributed throughout the DHT, as \( H(value) \) is uniformly distributed, and the nodes required to store a given piece of data are those whose logical DHT addresses are numerically closest to the hash of the data to be stored.

Despite decentralised services being well-established and researched [5], they have failed to gain significant traction and deployment. Indeed, services which were originally developed and operating using decentralised services, such as Spotify [6] have even begun to retreat from decentralised peer-to-peer technologies back to conventional server-based architectures, often as a result of the decreasing costs of operating cloud-based servers [7]. Despite this, there are significant cost savings involved for a start-up using decentralised technologies such as peer-to-peer, compared to conventional techniques. Conventional service architectures would require significant
server resources (and thus considerably investment), either in hardware or as payments to the owner of such hardware.

II. Motivation

Decentralised services present many advantages for users, such as those discussed in [8]. In particular, decentralised services offer users reassurance that access to their own data cannot be terminated by the operator (as the operator no longer has the ability to prevent users from accessing their own data). Compared with centrally hosted cloud-based services, users have an extra level of reassurance that their data is not accessible to the operator of the service (for data mining or analysis, perhaps without their knowledge or consent). The ability to implement such decentralised services on a DHT-based network is apparent, with the emergence of platforms such as MaidSafe [9], Storj [10] and Box2Box [11]. Despite this, there remain unresolved questions as to the practicality of such platforms for user-facing services.

In recent years, smartphones have become the primary means of consuming internet-based content for many people. Indeed, in January 2014, mobile apps (not including mobile-based web browsers) were used to access the internet more than desktop or laptop computers in the USA [12]. In developing countries, mobile phones are proving particularly popular, with 1.9 billion worldwide high-speed smartphone internet subscriptions in 2014 [13]. With 6.7 billion total worldwide mobile phone subscriptions [13], it is clear that while mobile phones are wide-reaching, yet are not always able to offer high speed connectivity. As such, it is important when designing services to consider usability of those who may not have the most reliable connection.

Given the growth of the use of mobile devices to access the internet, often exclusively, in the case of users in developing countries, consideration should be made as to the performance of DHT-based solutions on mobile devices (and networks). Additionally, the often-unreliable performance of mobile-based networks poses a concern, and past research has attempted to address the problems of mobile access to DHT-based networks [14], [15].

III. Performance of DHT-Based Storage

As described in [8], it is possible to create a wide variety of services upon a decentralised, storage-based infrastructure, removing the need for reliance upon a single central service provider, and giving users greater assurance as to the security of their own data. In order to assess the viability of such a service architecture for use by users on real-world networks, we created an implementation of a storage system, built using our model described in [8].

Typically, DHT-based applications use a UDP-based transport protocol, on account of the significant overhead needed when establishing TCP connections with new nodes, which are used only briefly before being closed. As such, UDP was used as the transport protocol for all communications within our storage service. Inkeeping with typical packet-size limitations on UDP, we constrained all UDP packets to 8100 bytes, which was the default maximum UDP packet size in the Python Twisted networking library, and implemented fragmentation/defragmentation support in our client.

To upload a file to the storage network (modelled around the MaidSafe network, as described in [16]), The process consisted of 5 discrete steps:

- Input file is split into chunks
- Each chunk is hashed with SHA512
- Securely derive a key from this chunk hash (PBKDF2)
- Symmetrically encrypt each chunk using that key
- Fragment chunks for transmission over UDP
- Transmit each chunk to the DHT for storage

Figure 3 shows the time taken to upload a 20 MB file (containing uncompressable pseudo-random data), based on different file chunk sizes (i.e. for the first step of the above process) over a standard home WiFi router, to a server on the same network. Note that each chunk underwent fragmentation for transmission over UDP, irrespective of the chunk size. From these results, it is clear that the most time-consuming stage of this process is the network transmission, on account of the UDP-fragmented data. By transmitting around 2600 UDP packets (at 8100 bytes each), any loss would result in delays while recovering (by re-transmitting, on account of no acknowledgement being received).

IV. Impact of Latency

Packet latency is an unavoidable and undesirable property of networks, although one which is highly relevant in decentralised networks. Since users are storing their data in a logically distributed manner, where users in close proximity geographically will statistically be uniformly distributed throughout the network, latency between users is significantly higher than that experienced connecting to a nearby centralised server. By creating a test network, featuring several nodes located in different data centres around the world, it was possible to investigate the impact of network latency, based on real-world values which would be achieved by users of a commercially deployed decentralised service. In order to reduce as much as possible the influence of network interface speed, each DHT node had an interface speed of 1 Gigabit per second.
For the purpose of more readily reproducible and comparable results, these latencies (varying from 8 ms between London and Amsterdam, and 300 ms between London and Singapore) were used to select a suitable range of synthetic latencies (which were imposed via the Linux iptables firewall).

The server locations used for calculating these latencies are shown in Figure 4. We found that the highest typical latency was encountered between Dublin and Singapore, at around 330 ms. Bearing in mind that these figures are for latencies between high-capacity data centres, rather than users’ domestic internet connections, it is clear that latency is, and will be, a significant concern when implementing decentralised services.

To establish the impact of latency on performance, while taking into account the size limitations of UDP packets (as discussed in Section III, we carried out a number of experiments to transfer 1 MB over a variety of channels with varying latency. Figure 5 shows clearly that (as one would expect), the time to upload 1 MB of data increases linearly with latency, on account of the increase in waiting time between chunks being sent, in order to ensure they were correctly received, prior to proceeding with later chunks.

V. TECHNIQUES TO REDUCE IMPACT OF LATENCY

In order to reduce the impact of latency, it is possible to consider a hybrid approach between centralised and decentralised services. By allowing a mobile device to directly communicate with an intermediary server, which carries out operations on the DHT itself, on behalf of a mobile user, it is possible to significantly improve the performance of the operation of our storage network. It is possible to achieve this, while still preserving complete confidentiality of user data, by using delegated instructions, such that the intermediary server need never have access to signing or decryption keys of the client.

To demonstrate the performance improvements of this approach, we created an implementation of such an intermediary server, which presented a standard web-based API to a mobile device, and carried out DHT-based requests on behalf of the client. The client provided the intermediary server with a signed request, which was simply relayed by the server to the DHT. In return, the intermediary server queues (and then delivers, when the client next connects) the signed acknowledgement responses from the DHT nodes holding the data. Since the intermediary server is not required to reliably hold any data, and any failure to correctly relay requests is easily detected, it is not necessary for a user to trust an intermediary server. Indeed, our hybrid service supports federation, such that a client may connect to any known intermediary server it is aware of, and these servers will share any necessary messages, such that they reach clients.

By federating these intermediary servers outwith the DHT (we implemented a basic automated discovery mechanism), it is possible for a user to connect to any intermediary server. We suggest that in future, if widely deployed, a competitive marketplace would develop for the provision of relaying services, with reliable and high-speed relays available for those willing to pay slightly more to a service operator.

Figure 6 shows the performance gain experienced by the client, as a result of offloading the DHT processing to the intermediary server, using our hybrid approach. Our hybrid solution, using an intermediary server to offload DHT operations, gave relatively constant performance with increases in latency, due to the performance benefits of TCP windowing.

Using a link with a 10 ms latency, the overall time to transfer 1 MB (in packets of 8 KB) was 5.24 seconds, using a regular set operation over UDP. In contrast, our hybrid approach over TCP took 0.36 seconds to achieve the same task. At higher latencies, the hybrid solution offers a more significant performance improvement. At a 200 ms latency, the UDP-based approach took 78 seconds, while the hybrid approach took 2 seconds. This performance improvement is particularly significant for users of mobile devices, where the time taken to transmit data directly impacts the battery life of the device. By offering a TCP relay, these users will experience significantly better performance, as well as reduced network activity, and thus improved battery life.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have found that decentralised services are highly sensitive to network latency, on account of the need to send large numbers of UDP packets from client devices to DHT.
nodes, which may well be on the opposite side of the world, experiencing significant packet latencies. We have shown that the time for a mobile device to upload data to the DHT increases linearly with network latency, and that the time to upload the data is high, even for small quantities of data, due to the very limited packet sizes of UDP. By utilising a hybrid decentralised approach, where an intermediary server acts on behalf of a user (without any ability to decrypt user data), we have shown that it is possible to achieve relatively constant performance, even in the presence of high network latency.

We implemented an intermediary server which had no access to the underlying data being accessed by a client, and was not able to forge requests on behalf of the client. In the event of the intermediary being unreliable or untrustworthy, and not properly relaying requests to the DHT, the client can detect this on account of the missing (or forged) acknowledgement receipts for the data which was to be stored, allowing the client to select another intermediary server. Since this intermediary server was designed to operate in a federated manner, it is possible for a travelling user to select a geographically close intermediary server for optimal performance.
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